INTRODUCTION
The n × n general periodic heptadiagonal matrices are takes the form: 
The inverses of cyclic heptadiagonal matrices are usually required in science and engineering applications, for more details (see special cases, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). The motivation of the current paper is to establish efficient algorithms for computing determinant and inverting cyclic heptadiagonal and anti-cyclic heptadiagonal matrices of the form (1.1) and (1.2).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, new symbolic computational algorithms, that will not break, is constructed. In Section 3, an illustrative example is given. Conclusions of the work are given in Section 4.
Main results
In this section we shall focus on the construction of new symbolic computational algorithms for computing the determinant and the inverse of general cyclic heptadiagonal matrices. The solution of cyclic heptadiagonal linear systems of the form (1.2) will be taken into account.
Throughout this section, the parameter t is just a symbolic name and detH is the determinant of the heptadiagonal matrix of the form (1.1). We state the following result without proof (see [10, 11] ). Theorem 2.1. Suppose tha: 
Then, we have the two-term recurrence 
